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ULTRASALES, INC.
Achieving Your Goals is Our Mission

Thank You for Your Interest in Our Company . . .
In this presentation you will learn how independent furniture stores of all sizes are
achieving remarkable results in tough times by using Larry Mullins’ programs.
My mission is to develop a relationship with you, and help you achieve your personal goals
in volume and profit. My events cost much less than a finance company charges for a
longer term “zero-percent” credit event. By doing only one event annually, you can be the
single furniture store in your market area with exclusive rights to these programs. In these
pages you will learn how my programs work, and how easy they are to use.
Dear Prospective Client:
Our programs are immensely successful, and are achieved without radical price cutting and priceitem advertising. No one does a better job of reflecting a store’s image and interfacing favorably with the
community.
Over the last two decades we have perfected our turn-key high impact programs so that any
intelligent manager or entrepreneur can successfully do a high impact event on their own, even if this is
their first experience with this kind of sale. Because you are in charge of your own sale and are not using
intrusive “hired guns” to do your event, you will end up with a great deal more profit. Most promoters
charge from six to nine percent, plus per deim and other fees. We charge a small fraction of that, and if
you follow our directions, our programs are virtual “silver bullets.” (They never miss). We have been
called “the furniture industry’s best kept secret” because nearly all of our business comes from referrals.
In the first section of this proposal I present the basic tools we give you to work with in a typical
turnkey program. We are the best in the country at what we do, and our cost is well below competitors.
We believe that by using these tools, nearly any furniture entrepreneur can run his or her own event, and
make much, much more bottom line profit by doing so. All you need are the right tools and strong
support.
I hope this proposal is of interest and I will have the opportunity to serve you.
Larry Mullins
President, UltraSales, Inc.
(904) 794 9212
Larry@LarryMullins.com

STEP 1:
Each store that elects to
do one of our programs is
required to fill out a
Confidential Profile Sheet,
We will use this information to
customize their program.

During this early stage of our relationship with clients we find they may require additional
information from us. I often have several conversations with entrepreneurs before I am
able to make an informed decision about how our products should be configured to
achieve their goals. We are interested in developing a relationship with our customers, not
just selling products. Nearly all of our business is achieved through referrals, and most of
our customers have been with us for a number of years.
Assuming prospective clients like what they see in our proposal, and agree our fees are
reasonable, I will need additional information. How much? The more the better. Each
store has its own story to tell. We use the latest computer technologies to customize each
ad.
Here is a list of other requirements and suggestions:
● An EXTERIOR PHOTO of THE STORE
(Nothing fancy, just an ordinary color snapshot, or, if possible, a digital shot. A few interior
shots can be helpful.)
● A SIMPLE MAP, SHOWING THE STORE’S LOCATION
(This can be hand-drawn. We will redo on a computer and include map in several ads.)
● A PHOTO of the owner, and/or the STORE MANAGER if Preferred.
(Head shots and job titles of all personnel. These are used in ads, especially a very successful
one I call the editorial ad. This ad looks like a newspaper page with articles about the store.)
● ANY ADDITIONAL PHOTOS or INFORMATION THAT MAY HELP
(Interiors shots are good as I said, and any additional history or background information that
sets the store apart as unique. If the store has a Mission Statement or a slogan, we ask to know about
it. Beyond local color, your store may be rich in unique factors that can be used to distinguish them
from competition. I find these extremely valuable.

OUR BASIC
PROGRAM
1 of 5 exhibits
NEWSPAPER
ADS
You will be running the
most powerful print ads in
America, customized
for your store.

OUR BASIC
PROGRAM
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PLANNING
DELEGATION
& MEDIA
CALENDAR

This provides step-by-step,
day-by-day guidelines for the
retailer. In conjunction with
the BlueBook (next page)
virtually every issue is
covered.
The instructions are easy to
follow; we rarely get calls
from clients requesting
clarification.
We plan the local newspaper,
radio, and direct mail, and
propose a budget based upon
projected sales.
For most sales, newspaper,
radio and direct mail provide all
the media we need for a
successful sale. However, if
television is necessary, we plan
and develop that as well.

PLANNING
OUR
LEGENDARY
BLUEBOOK
Some Clients Have Told Us
this Book Alone was Worth
the Price of the Sale!
Here, distilled into forty or so pages,
is thirty years of experience in doing
successful furniture promotions.
Every element of the sale is covered.
Every question you can think of to
ask is answered. And, just in case I
did miss something, I am available
for unlimited personal technical
support by phone at almost any time
as the sale progresses.
Even if a manager has never done a
High Impact promotion before, they
will be able to hit impressive sales
numbers. I can confidently predict
this because I have done several
thousand of these sales with all kinds
of entrepreneurs over the years. I
provide a program that will reach our
clients’ goals and I will not let them
make a mistake.

Smart Furniture Entrepreneurs Have Paid Thousands of Dollars to
Learn the Secrets Contained in these Critical 30 Pages!

OUR BASIC
PROGRAM
3 of 5 exhibits
DIRECT MAIL

DIRECT
A powerful direct-mail
campaign is a significant
part of our program. For
longer sales we do two or
more mailings.
These contribute important
volume, profit, and
credibility for the event.

OUR BASIC
PROGRAM
4 of 5 exhibits
PRICE TAGS &
MISCELLANEOUS
Relax, we think of everything.
All you need to do is follow simple directions
and do what you do best, SELL.
I am always as near as your telephone.

OUR BASIC
PROGRAM
5 of 5 exhibits
WINDOW SIGNS,
AIR MEDIA
Finally, we provide sets of
window door signs in ample
quantity, broadcast-ready radio
commercials, and TV
storyboards if they
are required.

MORE EFFECTIVE USE OF
THE PRINT MEDIUM
The Hear t of Our Pr ogram
WHILE THERE ARE NO “SECRETS” IN ADVERTISING, THERE IS A
massive body of knowledge about print that is under-used. On the retail
level trained pros who study and understand how to use the print medium
effectively have virtually disappeared. Aside from the direct mail industry,
and the best advertising agencies, effective use of print (especially at the
retail level) is virtually a lost art.
However, with the exception of the new People-Media and permission
marketing techniques, print is the least intrusive medium. Mastery of
persuasion in print will lead to remarkably more effective advertising in
virtually every media. Color newspaper inserts originally were very effective
for furniture stores. Full color flyers are also favored by most large chains.
Even so, unless they are crafted by experts, the novelty of full color and
slick paper wears off. Most furniture flyers look alike, and the selling
propositions, discounts, and credit offers wear thin. These flyers have
taken on a “WalMart” corporate canned look, and they lack community
appeal, effective copy and consistent benefit-selling factors.
UltraSales takes advantage of this by using full color flyers and ROP
ads that feature the owners or managers, local personnel, and have a
fresh, community-friendly appeal. We combine techniques of copy
persuasion with small “bytes” of information. An individual who does not
care to read much but wants the story quickly will know “WHO, WHAT,
WHEN, WHERE, HOW AND WHY” within ten seconds. If she wants to
know more, there is plenty of detailed information woven through the ad.
We combine years of proven research about print with quick “bytes” for the
less patient modern reader. To do this I use a proprietary 36-point check
list on each ad.

One excellent new product is a fresh circular
approach. We produce flyers for certain sales,
and provided a ROP and radio
support package.

Be the one furniture store entrepreneur in
your area who has exclusive rights to
Larry Mullins events.
Why use high overhead “hired guns”
who take over your store and charge
from 7% to 9%
plus expenses for a sale?
With one of my events
you are in charge of your own sale,
you pay only 2% for a complete
turnkey program with unlimited
telephone support.

To hold your exclusive rights in your city
you need run only one Larry Mullins
promotional event a year.

I URGE YOU TO RESPOND TO
THIS COMMUNICATION SOON.
If you have additional questions, please call for a free, no
obligation discussion of your needs.
To receive a hard copy custom proposal for your store,
please download and complete the Confidential Profile Sheet
that is on this section of this website.
If you prefer to have this form emailed or faxed to you,
please give us a call.
ALL THE BEST,
AND HOPING WE CAN SERVE YOU!

Larry Mullins
President, UltraSales, Inc.

ABOUT LARRY MULLINS
President and CEO, UltraSales, Inc., providing Management Consulting and
Syndicated Advertising and Marketing Programs to
retailers nationwide.
BACKGROUND
Larry has 30+ years experience in the front lines of
retail furniture marketing. He served as Marketing
Director for Curtis Brow. of Washington, D.C.,
during their heyday as the “largest retail furniture
store in America under a single roof.” Larry then
became a colleague of the world-famous retail
expert, Clyde Bedell in Santa Barbara, CA. As the
Bedell creative director, he created the first syndicated
furniture programs for retail stores. Then he became a consultant to Levitz in Los
Angeles during their explosive growth years. He served as Vice President and Marketing
Director for a national company during its decade of growth from a single unit to a twelve
store nationwide chain. During this period he developed and trained the central
advertising department staff, and began to refine the idea of a central advertising
department serving the entire furniture chain. Larry worked briefly a furniture “promoterspecialist” before starting his own company. Larry’s superior knowledge of advertising
principles has enabled him to develop High-Impact strategies in the past 15 years that
are sound, complete, and vastly superior to anything ever before available to the furniture
industry. New, edge-of-the-art computerized technology makes these powerful, fully
customized programs affordable for even smaller furniture merchants.
Larry is a public speaker, and has been employed as an instructor for several continuing
education courses at Tulsa University and the University of Oklahoma. He now lives in
St. Augustine, Florida, where he has guest-lectured at Flagler College. Larry was a key
speaker at a Brand Source National Convention in Las Vegas.
Since 1999, Larry has been a regular contributor of articles to Furniture World, America’s
oldest national furniture trade magazine, founded in 1870. He writes articles for this bimonthly publication on advertising and enlightened management techniques.
In addition, Larry has written international training programs for Natuzzi Leather
(Furniture), Bang & Olefson (High End Electronics), and Danier Leather (High End
Clothing). He is the author of several books.
.

Thank You!
I hope you enjoyed this
brief overview of the
UltraSales programs.
I hope I will be able to
serve you in the future.
Larry Mullins
UltraSales, Inc.
904 794 9212

Larry@LarryMullins.com

“Do not underestimate the potential of your
organization. Your vision for it can help it
achieve new levels of performance.
However, it will rarely exceed what you
believe to be possible.”
Larry Mullins

